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Chapter t)6: I'll Give Today All I've Got 







What 
does that 

mean? 
"...the door 
in my future 

f^xAjir 

^ any reason, 
timeline would 'fl tlle Ec,'Pse 

/Y/w(\[ cease to exist, door were 
and therefore, j 1 destroyedin 

Vf so would I. i XV (x i/v>A this timeline 
I'd vanish." A 

-* 
if j) _/J 

But.,.will 
it undo the 
things that 
have already 
happened? 



It's 
certainly 

worth 
trying/ 

V If all goes well, 
/ the dragons and 

Rogue will all 
V disappear from 
yv this time// 

^ vTV 
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I'll just 
give 

TOQAY 
all I've 

got 
unit 
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Chapter 1*T: The Golden Gra$$land$ 





I can't 
believe my 
eyes/ That 

door was made 
\ of Maginanium 
^ metal.,. 











Ob Jade 
Wagon. 
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Frosch In one 
won't die/ year 

Tell the 
other 

protect 
Frosch 

year... from 
now 
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Nothing. \ 
I just felt 
the need to I 

say... Jill 
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ggi Mr/ IWMiHl 



^CTAHytlll 
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I'll settle 
for you, 

Gajeel-sa n// 
Let's have a 

drink// 



















^nuiiUiy 



Chapter )J9: Drop} of Time 





70 



He even went so 
far as to conjure 

illusions of dragons 
for the party follow- 

'' e Games, 



m
m
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y-V" . 
I'd rather He's going 1 didn't... 
not com- to be big in I rewrote 
promise the magic his memo- 

his ethics, a world. A ries, too. 
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My journey 

ends here. 

It appearslwitf- 
^passonbefore 

accomplishing 
whattwished, 

Ujvkr. 

ft weans 
never biding 
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...by this 
gentle rain 

of light. 

tt almost 
feels as if 

my Sins are 
being washed 

away... 

Brilliant rays 
of light are 
streaming 
down... 

...shining 
up on my 

tiny spirit. 



For the first 
time in my 

Me, 1 am glad 
I was bom. 





Fareweff... 
...to those I 
have loved. 



•jWIIHfllL' 



Chapter HO: Delivery 



Let's 
give them 
a roaring 
round of 
applause 

m 

91 



Fairy 
Tail Has 
returned 











So, asa 
present, we 

have repafrecf 
your guild 
building. 

Fairy Tan is 
the pride of 
our tom! 









^n
V
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Rs long as 
the world 

spurns me,.. 

You're 
starting a 

war? 



This will 
bean 

extevmi' 
nation. 



You will 
be the one 
to meet 

your end. 





Ill 



[Chaptcr)4f:Th&MrdM^^oiafJS!K^wAdMentufig 



mk mJ. 
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Lucy-chan/ 
Can you sign 
an autograph 
for iny son? 



JJST 
LiftE OLD 
TimESUU 

imposing 
on your 

hospitality. 
Welcome 

Home/ 



That is true... 
Considering their 
abilities, the fact 
that they've yet 
to return Is a bit 

worrisome. 
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SHADDAP 







No... You will have to 
go... Rnd this time, 
you're going to be 
on your absolute 

| best behavior.,. 





Chapter lit: Warrod Sequen 





w
'7

 



Jose, of 
Phantom, and 
Jellal used to 
hold that title 

as well. 

And among 
the ten, the four 

ranked at the very 
top are incredible 
wizards called the 

Four Emperors 
of Ishgal. / 

I think 
I'm feeling 

nervous 
already... 







flctually, 
flowers arid 
other plants 
love to hear 
the sound 
of human 
voices// 
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Mavis, 
your 

desires... 









V 
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165 
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Wait... If we 
get that, 

we can turn 
the village 
back to 

normal/// 
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You are 
to call me, 
"Princess." 



A member of the strongest guild, Saber 

Tooth. He teamed up with Rogue, and 

since both are dragon slayer wizards, 

they have become famous as the TWin 

Dragons. A long time ago, he was 

raised by the White Dragon, Weisslogia, 

who taught him dragon slayer magic. 

His goal was to defeat Natsu, and that 

feeling has led to his looking up to 

Natsu. After the Grand Magic Games, 

he became the leader of the Saber Tooth 









That fist 
thing is a 
weaponrV 



MiTdlVD 



Ice 
Make... 

Natsu- 
san// 



eat my 
Change 
Blade!! 



HIM/ 
SWM! 

















...opposite 
Vie direction 

they're 
facing! , 
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The Grand Magic Games arc is over! And it was long! So long! 

I wonder how many characters made an appearance? I counted 

up to eighty, but afterwards, I just stopped counting. I’d like to 

explain it a little if you don’t mind. 

When we were planning chapter 337, “The Golden Grasslands,” 

there was a disagreement. It was between “hard to understand” 

and “the feeling you get when something is hard to under¬ 

stand.” In other words, it isn’t an easy chapter to figure out. 

Normally a rule for shonen manga is that it should be easy to 

understand. And I’m always keeping that rule in mind when 

I make my stories. For just about every chapter, I’m always 

trying to twist ideas around in my mind to find ways to make 

difficult concepts easier to get. So what it came down to is the 

decision to make chapter 337 a “difficult to understand” chap¬ 

ter. Of the two opinions I mentioned above, we chose the latter. 

Well, we’ve been at this a long time, so it’s not a bad idea to 

mix things up with a little of this kind of thing. So we’re back 

to normal time, and where was that place that Future Lucy went 

to? I have an answer, but I’ve decided not to talk about it. Pick 

your own answer, and that’ll be the correct one. Also chapters 

338-343, six chapters, were all done in the magazine over the 

course of only two weeks. Now that was an undertaking, but 

the reaction was big and overwhelmingly positive, so I was re¬ 

ally happy with that. If I get the chance, I’d like to do some more 

fun, special projects like that! By the way, in 338, there were 

Numbermen! (people who are numbered 1-8) hidden in there. 

Did you find them all? 



Emergency 

Requesif 

Explain -the 

mysieries 

of F.T. 

Somewhere in Magnolia... 

Lucy: Hi, everybody/ 

Mira: When our comer was missing 
from the last volume/I thought 
it was ail over for us/ 

Lucy: Pidn't we have a conversation 
like this beforep 

Mira: Here's the first question of 
the column/ 

After seeing Makarov's anoi 
Ivan's h/A/R I fear for Laxus's 
future. 

Lucy: Awww... 

) .• I think he should just accept it 
3 lost. 

»} •* Hey/ That's awful/ 

Mira: I don't see much help for it. 

Lucy: But isn't this something you 
really can't predict? 

Mira: I suppose. Come to think of 
it/ there's me and Lisanna 
and Elfman. None of our hair 
matches the others. 

Lucy: I get the feeling that your case 
is a little different from this/ 
though. 

Mira: Now the next question. 

is there a key that ca/is the 
king of the Cefestiai SpiritsP 

I*Oh/ yeah//1 want to know// 

Mira: Even if there is/ we can't talk 
about it here. 

Lucy: Huhp Why is that? 

)• Heh heh heh... Actually/ I own it. 

V Whaaa...?// 

Mira: I'm kidding/ of course. What 
did you expect? 

Lucy: Can we stop with the disjointed 
lies/ please? 

Mira: Such a thing may come up in the 
future/ so look forward to hearing 
about it/ 

] / And I'm going to get that 
key// Count on it/ 

Mira: I'll never give it to you. 

Lucy: But you just said that you 
didn't have it/ 

Mira: Next question/ 

I was really moved by that one 
minute that U/tear made. But 
wouldn't Future Rogue and 
the dragons have seen what 

the minute tooP 

Lucy: I was running for my life at the 
time/ so I didn't even notice it. 

Mira: Okay/ this wasn't explained 
well enough in the course of 
the story/ but Future Rogue 
and the dragons had all 
passed through time into a 
different era, right? 

Lucy: Yes, that's right. 

Mira: And since they're people for 
whom time is already a bit 
warped/ they didn't even feel 
the extra minute that Ultear 
had created. 

Lucy: So it was a minute that only 
people who were from our 
particular timeline could feel. 

Mira: Yes. It's only a minute... But in 
that minute there were a lot of 
lives that got saved. 

Lucy: I think...she was really heroic there. 

Mira: And now the last question for 
this column. 

Was that 
scene where 

Lucy got 
nude really 
necessaryp mm 

) • It certainly was not 
necessary// 

| . Still/ I predicted it in Volume 
) *37, and it turned out just like 

I said/ 

Lucy: Come on// It's because you say 
those stupid things that the 
author is then forced to draw the 
darned thing/ 

"Those stupid things" 
from Vol 37, page 796. 

Mira: Yep! V Actually, Lucy, Carla 
had a dream about you suddenly 
becoming nude in front of a 
huge number of people. 

Mira: About that... Many of our 
readers may not know this, but 
the magazine installments (in 
Weekly Shonen Magazine) are 
published far in advance of the 
graphic novel volumes. 

Lucy: I think I kinda knew that. 

Mira: So when 37 was published, 
Uucy's nude scene had already 
appeared in the magazine. Or 
at least it had already been 
drawn. 

\. So it wasn't Carla's prediction 
J * after all// 



A. Wendy with a little bit of 
sexiness is a good thing. 

_ The bunnies are cute too/ 
A. Doing this much 
with stippling is really 
impressive/ That is cool 
ink work/ 

How ^ 
cute/ 
And 
they're 
both 
wearing 
animal 
ears// 
It looks 
good on 
them/ 

For a 4 
while, 
these three 
characters 
have made 
peace with 
their rela- 

A. These two have a quiet 
popularity. They don't seem 
like executioners, huhp 

o o 
By sending in letters or 
postcards, you give us 
permission to give your 

name, address, postal code, 
and any other information 
you include to the artist 
as-is. Please keep that 

in mind. 

TAIL 

The Fairy Tail Guild is looking for illustrations/ Please send 
in your art on a postcard or at postcard size/ and do it in 
black pen, okayp Those chosen to be published will get a 
signed mini poster/ > Make sure you write your real name 
and address on the back of your illustration/ 

CFART 
m Prefecture, RySma Hiroshima Prefecture, Ts 

Chiba Prefecture, K6ki Itsukida 

A. This person did a great 
job representing the 
blacks and whites in the 
Hakuei-ryu (White Shadow 
Dragon). 

A. Celestial Spirits 
Assemble// It must have 
been a lot of work drawing 
all of those spirits/ 

A. That Eclipse Door is 
incredibly hard to draw, a 
he drew it... Gotta hand 

▲ Two of the main 
characters that influence 
an original story for the 
anime. Cobra and Kinana. 
Kind of nice, huhP 

A whoa// This one's cool// 
It's hard to draw large 
eyes well/ 

Okayama Prefecture/ Kagura-love I 

▲ Is Zeref finally a part of 
the story again? Keep your 
eyes open after this/ 

▲ Ah ha ha ha/ X really love 
this drawing/ Gildarts's 
character really comes 
out in it/ 

▲ Kagura is so popular// 
Someday I want her to 
come back/ 





This has become a really long series! 
But it's still going on. 
With this volume, the extremely 
long Grand Magic Games comes to 
an end, and were already into a new 
story! I plan to introduce a lot of new 
characters too. Look for them! 

Original Jacket Design: Hisao Ogawa 



Translation Notes: 

Japanese is a tricky language for most Westerners, and translation is often more 

art than science. For your edification and reading pleasure, here are notes on some 

of the places where we could have gone in a different direction with our transla¬ 

tion of the work, or where a Japanese cultural reference is used. 

Page 23, Festival 

All the elements on this page, except Plue and the cats, are commonly found in 

summertime festivals (matsuri) in Japan. 

• All the cats are wearing the light cotton kimono called yukata while doing a dance 

around a pavilion at the center of the festival grounds that commonly hold the 

festival's organizers and the musical entertainment. 

Going clockwise from the top... 

• The festival of Obon, held in mid August, often has fireworks. 

• The round fan called an uchiwa is used to keep oneself cool. 

• Some festival edible treats are fried squid on a stick, shaved ice, takoyaki (octopus 

balls), cotton candy, candied apples, and corn on the cob. 

• The red painted torii archway is festooned with paper lanterns and a large banner 

with the kanjl for matsuri, which means festival. 

• Games at a festival include water balloon yoyos, archery, target shooting, ring 

toss, and goldfish catching. 

• In the upper left hand corner are common decorations found at festivals. 



Page 169, Like, Heavy and Duun 
Each of these three characters have certain speech patterns that identify them. To 

start with, the character codenamed Hammer Rala says, "Duun." He says that in Japa¬ 

nese too. The character codenamed Sniper Drake (the blonde) speaks like a standard 

but slightly dim high-school guy. The one codenamed Sword Hiroshi always uses the 

Japanese word chd, which means "very” in certain kanji compounds. I've replaced the 

word with "heavy,” and used it in pretty much the same way he uses chd. 



has been 
>A century ago, the bizarre creatures known as > 
Titans devoured most offne world’s population, 
driving the remainder into a walled stronghold.^ 
Now, the appearance of an immense new Titaflfl 
threatens the few humans left, and one restless 
boy decides to seize the chance to fight for his 
freedom, and the survival of his species! 

Hajime Isayama / Kodansha Ltd. All rights reserved. 



Chihiro has an unusual connection to zombie movies. He doesn't feel bad for 
the survivors - he wants to comfort the undead girls they slaughter! When 
his pet passes away, he brews a resurrection potion. He's discovered by 
local heiress Sanka Rea, and she serves as his first test subject! 

© Mitsuru Hattori / Kodansha Ltd. All rights reserved. 



Fairy Tail volume 40 is a work of fiction. Names, characters, places, and incidents 
are the products of the author's imagination or are used fictitiously. Any 
resemblance to actual events, locales, or persons, living or dead, is entirely 
coincidental. 

AKodansha Comics Trade Paperback Original. 

Fairy Tail volume 40 copyright © 2013 Hiro Mashima 
English translation copyright © 2014 Hiro Mashima 

All rights reserved. 

Published in the United States by Kodansha Comics, an imprint of Kodansha 
USA Publishing, LLC, New York. 

Publication rights for this English edition arranged through Kodansha Ltd., 
Tokyo. 

First published in Japan in 2013 by Kodansha Ltd., Tokyo 
ISBN 978-1-61262-417-4 

Printed in the United States of America. 

www.kodanshacomics.com 
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Translation: William Flanagan 
Lettering: AndWorld Design 
Editing: Ben Applegate 



TOMARE! 
i V 

▼ 
You're going the wrong way! 

Manga is a completely different 

type of reading experience. 

To start at the beginning, 

go to the end! 

That's right! Authentic manga is read the traditional Japanese way— 

from right to left, exactly the opposite of how American books are 

read. It's easy to follow: Just go to the other end of the book and read 

each page—and each panel—from right side to left side, starting at 

the top right. Now you're experiencing manga as it was meant to be! 


